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Martello Towers Worldwide follows the history of the Martello tower from the construction of the

early towers built to protect the Mediterranean shores of Spain and Italy right up to the final

towers built in the United Kingdom during the First World War.The book is illustrated with a

large number of contemporary and historic photographs, drawings and plans, a very large

number of which were not included in the earlier Towers of Strength. These provide the most

detailed information yet published about the development of the Martello towers in Britain and

overseas. So the book will be of particular interest to those interested in the history of

fortifications, architectural conservation and military history generally. It will also be of interest

to an international readership as the book now has a gazetteer of towers outside the United

Kingdom that remain today together with a chapter describing a number of towers built in the

United States.The book supplements the earlier Towers of Strength and such will be an

important addition to the existing bibliography of books on Martello towers and fortification.

About the AuthorWilliam Clements served in the Royal Ulster Rifles and the Royal Irish

Rangers, commanding the 1st Battalion. He was Defence and Military Attache at the British

embassies in Beijing and Rangoon.He has contributed articles to the journals of the Fortress

Study group, the Military History Society of Ireland and the Society for Army Historical

Research. In 2011 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society. --This text refers to

the hardcover edition.
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1850NotesBibliographyGlossaryIndexAuthor’s ForewordSince the publication of ‘Towers of

Strength’ eleven years ago my interest in the Martello towers has continued unabated. As a

result of my research further information has come to light, as have more pictures and plans,

primarily in the National Archives at Kew. It is now clear that many more towers were planned

by the Royal Engineers in the nineteenth century but their construction was never authorised,

usually for financial reasons–plus ca change!‘Martello Towers Worldwide’ is a revised version

of the original ‘Towers of Strength’ and its publication has given me the opportunity to correct a

small number of factual errors that appeared in the original edition and which have come to

light as a result of my further research. It has also enabled me to enlarge on the history of

these interesting towers and, since the publication of ‘Towers of Strength’ more than ten years

ago, I have managed to visit and photograph a number of towers which previously I had only

known from pictures and plans. I have now visited all the existing Martello towers in Canada,

Mauritius, Minorca, Sicily and South Africa, together with the two towers on Hoy in the Orkneys

with only the Caribbean and Bermuda towers still to be personally inspected!In the original

edition of the book I acknowledged the very many people who assisted me in my research and

in the production of the book and, therefore, it is not my intention to repeat this

acknowledgement. However, in my further researches I am once again indebted to a number of



people who have helped me when visiting their countries and have shared their knowledge of

Martello towers with me. In particular I am very grateful to the late Paul Kerrigan, who drew my

attention to the interesting guardhouse addition to the Killiney Hill tower south of Dublin and to

Niall O’Donoghue who refurbished the tower and kindly gave me permission to use his

photograph of the tower, Phillipe La Hausse de Louviere who guided me around the Mauritius

towers and Moose van Rensburg, curator of the Fort Beaufort Museum, who conducted me

around Fort Beaufort in Eastern Cape Province. I also continue to be grateful to the staff of the

National Archives at Kew for their unfailing assistance and am grateful also to the Curator of

the Royal Engineers Museum, Chatham, to the Librarian of Trinity College Library Dublin and

to the Commandant of the Military Archives, also in Dublin, for permission to use as

illustrations pictures of which they hold the copyright.Every effort has been made to discover

the copyright holders of the pictures and plans used to illustrate this book and to obtain the

appropriate permission to publish. However, in the case of the photograph of the Leith Tower,

and despite all efforts, this has not been possible. If I have infringed an owner’s copyright I

must simply apologise and say that I tried to find the owner but failed!Finally, I would like to

take this opportunity to thank Dr John Poole, the original editor of ‘Towers of Strength’, for all

his patient hard work and knowledgeable advice which, quite unpardonably, I failed to

acknowledge in the first edition of the book.Bill ClementsLondon 14th June 2010PrefaceWhen

I started writing ‘Towers of Strength’ in 1996 I was faced with the task of setting its parameters.

What is a Martello tower? Which of the many towers built by the British Army should be

included in the book and which excluded? Sheila Sutcliffe in her own book on the towers, the

first detailed study to be made of them, believed that the essential characteristics of these

towers should include a massive wall, a flat roof and a door and entrance passage raised

above the ground, usually at first-floor level. To some students of military architecture only the

towers of the southern and eastern coast of England can properly be termed ‘Martello’ towers;

but even here there is a problem of definition since there are two distinct designs, one in use in

Kent and Sussex and the other in Essex and Suffolk. Indeed, the design of the early nineteenth-

century towers does seem to reflect the training, experience and even individual whims of each

Royal Engineer officer in charge of their construction.On the whole I have accepted Sutcliffe’s

definition but I have gone beyond the purist’s concept of only elliptical or cam-shaped towers

being classified as Martello towers. I have, instead, included a number of later towers, many of

them very large and of a variety of shapes, which are referred to in Board of Ordnance

estimates of the time as ‘Martello’ towers, a term which by the mid-nineteenth century was

generic for gun-towers of all types. I have, however, excluded the ‘defensible guardhouses’

found in Ireland, blockhouses such as that on Ascension Island and in Canada and the square

or circular keeps sometimes found in the later Victorian forts.I have included the smaller Jersey

and Guernsey towers, and accepted the late William Davies’s suggestion that they should be

called ‘Conway’ towers, since they are almost of the same period and were the immediate

precursors of the Martello towers. Only in the case of the towers at Delhi have I perhaps taken

something of a liberty. Once again the fortification purists may say with some justification that

these towers are really circular bastions. However, the British engineer officers of the Mutiny

called them Martello towers in their journals and memoirs, and so I have included them.I feel I

can now confidently state that ‘Martello Towers Worldwide’ is a description of virtually all the

Martello towers built by the British Army and the Board of Ordnance in Britain, Ireland and

elsewhere throughout the world, and I have followed Sutcliffe’s lead in including a short

account of similar towers built in the United States. Although I claim to have included almost

every Martello tower it would be wrong of me to claim the book as being a completely



exhaustive study of the history and construction of the Martello towers, but I hope it will inform

and interest anyone who wishes to know more about these fascinating

structures.W.H.C.London 2010Chapter 1The Background to the TowersThe British Martello

towers and blockhouses of the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were defensive

structures built to defend the coasts of England and its colonies from French invasion. As such

they were simply later examples of an earlier tradition of defensive towers constructed along

the European coastline, but particularly around the shores of the Mediterranean, from the

fifteenth century onwards.As a form of fortification the single, unsupported gun tower was a

cheap and effective form of coast defence providing early warning of attack and proving,

particularly in the case of the larger towers, to be difficult to capture and destroy. The earliest

towers built along the shores of the Mediterranean were watchtowers the role of which was to

enable their garrisons to warn the local inhabitants of approaching Turkish raiders or North

African corsairs. However, as the concept of defensive towers was developed by the military

engineers of the time so larger and more substantial towers were built that were strong enough

to mount two or three guns. These later towers were usually sited to defend small ports or

fishing villages or to protect the entrances to larger ports.The MediterraneanIt is difficult to put

a date to the construction of the earliest towers in the Mediterranean, but as early as the

thirteenth century towers had been built in southern Spain along both the inland and the

coastal borders of the Moorish Nazrid kingdom of Granada. These were conical watchtowers

built between 1238 and 1492 of rubble stone and were designed to give warning of Christian

forces. These towers were normally manned by one or two watchmen and had very limited

defensive value. After the fall of the Nazrid kingdom to the forces of Ferdinand and Isabella in

1492 the coastal towers were maintained to give warning of raids by Moorish forces and a

number of larger towers were built capable of mounting one or two guns.In the latter half of the

sixteenth century the Spanish occupied most of southern Italy and Sicily together with Sardinia

and by allying themselves with the Republic of Genoa brought Corsica also under Spanish

influence. As Turkish attacks on the Italian coast increased the Spanish governors-general in

Italy commenced the construction of a long line of coastal towers from Bari on the Adriatic

shore to Taranto and up the Calabrian coast on the western side of Italy. These towers were

also built of stone and varied in size and design, some being square and others circular in

shape.Torre Vecchia degli Uomini morti, near Leuca in the commune of Lecce in Puglia.This

tower was built in 1576 and was originally armed with a 2 pdr bronze falconet and then re-

armed with a 3 pdr gun. The tower was rebuilt in 1696. (Author’s photograph)The designers of

these towers were a small group of Italian and Spanish military engineers working for the Kings

of Spain and the Spanish governors-general in Italy, Sicily and Sardinia. They also worked for

the Banco di San Giorgio, a commercial organization that administered the colonies of the

Republic of Genoa in much the same way as, two centuries later, the Honourable East India

Company administered British India. In the sixteenth century engineers such as Palearo

Fratino (c1520–1586), the chief military engineer to the court of Castile and one of a family of

three famous military engineers, Camillo Camiliani (1574–1603) and Juan Baptista Antonelli

(1550–1616) all designed and built towers and other fortifications along the coasts of Granada,

Corsica and Sicily. In Corsica 85 towers were built around the coast of the island, including a

tower at Mortella Bay on the north-west side of the island that was designed by Fratino while a

very similar tower, the Torre di San Cosmano, designed by Camillo Camiliani, was built near

Augusta in Sicily. Many of the towers built for the Banco di San Giorgio were to become known

as ‘Genoese Towers’ and were to be found throughout the Mediterranean and as far afield as

Balaklava in the Crimea where there was a Genoese settlement.In the latter half of the



sixteenth century a long line of coastal towers was constructed along the southern shores of

Italy. These were defensive towers and they were part of a chain of fortifications protecting the

coastline from Bari to Taranto. Between 1565 and 1620 a total of 81 towers were built along the

coasts of the provinces of Bari, Lecce and Taranto with additional towers northwards along the

Calabrian coast almost as far as Rome. There was no standard pattern for these towers, the

majority being square in shape and the others, some 19 in all, were circular. All were built of

stone and, as with the Genoese towers, the entrance was through a door at first-floor level

entered by means of a ladder or drawbridge. Ten of these towers were built in the province of

Bari, 57 in the province of Lecce and 14 in the province of Taranto. All the circular towers are to

be found in the province of Lecce.Torre Fiumicelli o Mozza, near Ugento in the commune of

Lecce in Puglia. Constructed in 1584 the tower had a machicolation built on the rear of the

parapet as can be seen in the picture. (Author’s photograph)The majority of these towers were

armed with a single falconet. A small gun firing a ball between one and three pounds in weight.

However, two towers, the Torre S. Caterina and the Torre Squillace north of Gallipoli were

described as being armed with ‘large bronze guns mounted on wheels and bed of iron’.1

Another tower, the Torre S. Leonardo near Ostuni, was armed with a 5 pdr gun because the

tower would not support the 6 pdr originally intended for it.2 Amongst the architects of these

towers was Giovanni Tommaso Scala who visited England in 1545 and advised Sir Richard

Lee on Tynemouth Castle, and Giovanni Vincenzo Spalletta. In all a total of 313 towers were

built along the coastline of the Kingdom of Naples by the viceroy Pietro de Toledo while around

the coast of Sicily the viceroy, Ferrante Gonzaga, built a further 137 towers.Torre de San

Miguel de Cabo de Gata was designed by the Spanish engineer Thomas Warluzel d’Hostel in

1756. It is similar to the tower at Balerma and was armed with two small guns. The entrance

was at first-floor level and was approached across a small drawbridge. (Author’s photograph)In

Spain itself towers were to be found all along the coastline of the Mediterranean from

Barcelona to Tarifa. Although many of these towers were of Moorish design and construction

the towers mounting guns were of indigenous Spanish design and of a later date, most having

been built during the mid-eighteenth century. It was during the reigns of Ferdinand VI and

Charles III between 1746 and 1788 that major efforts were made to protect the coastal regions

by constructing gun towers and batteries. Under Ferdinand VI a number of gun towers were

constructed, circular in shape and mounting one or two small guns. Such towers can be seen

at Cabo de Gata and Balerma in Almeria which each mounted one 8 pdr and one 6 pdr gun

though they were subsequently strengthened to take two 24 pdr guns. Other towers, rather

larger and with a batter to the wall, can be seen at Cabo Jueu on Ibiza, Gando on Gran

Canaria and at Alcufar on the island of Menorca and at other places along the coast of

mainland Spain. These towers were designed to mount two heavy guns, usually 24 pdr

guns.The improvement in the defences of the Kingdom of Granada continued in the reign of

Charles III and in 1764, as a result of the depredations of the British in the Seven Years War in

which Spain was involved from 1762 to 1763, Charles III issued an ‘Ordinance that His Majesty

sends as Orders to those who serve in the different ranks destined for Royal Service in the

coast of the Kingdom of Granada’. This long-winded title authorized Field Marshal Antonio

Maria Bucarelli y Ursua to plan and construct a series of fortifications along the coasts of the

modern Spanish provinces of Granada, Malaga and Almeria. Under this ordinance a total of

nine new four-gun batteries were built together with a number of two-gun towers. These towers

were designed by the Spanish military engineer Jose Crame and were considerably larger than

those built in the reign of Ferdinand VI and were in the shape of a ‘cloven-hoof’ and not

circular. This meant that there was a stronger and larger gun platform to support the two heavy



guns.Castillo de Macenas, Mojacar, Spain. This tower was built in 1765 on the order of Charles

III. It was built to the ‘cloven hoof ’ design of Jose Crame and mounted two heavy guns.

(Author’s photograph)Early British Gun TowersThe use of gun towers as a defensive

fortification was not confined to the shores and islands of the Mediterranean. In England the

earliest example of a free-standing gun tower still remaining is, probably, the Cow Tower in

Norwich, part of the fortifications of that city. Other early towers are the Round Tower at

Portsmouth, built in 1418, and the tower of Camber Castle in Sussex which, originally, was a

free-standing artillery tower built to defend the harbour of Camber. Across the Solent, on the

Isle of Wight, Worsley’s Round Tower was built on Sharpnode Point between 1522 and 1525 to

command the channel between Hurst Point and the Isle of Wight, though this was probably

more of a single-storey blockhouse than a tower.The Mount Batten Tower was built around

1650 to defend the headland overlooking the Cattewater and Sutton Harbour. It was armed

with ten small guns and was still armed in 1716 but subsequently fell into disuse. (Author’s

photograph)In the seventeenth century two gun towers were built for coastal defence, one at

Plymouth, the Mount Batten Tower, and the other, Cromwell’s Castle, on Tresco in the Scilly

Isles. Both these towers were built during the Commonwealth, probably as a defence against

the Dutch. Although the actual date of its construction is uncertain the Mount Batten Tower was

probably built as early as 1646 and it is a circular masonry tower 30 feet (9.2 metres) high with

a castellated parapet and embrasures for 10 guns. The tower has two floors and a basement

and access is at first-floor level. There is a staircase built into the wall providing access to the

second floor and the gun platform.The tower on Tresco in the Scilly Isles, Cromwell’s Castle,

was probably built about 1650–52 to defend the harbour of New Grimsby from the Dutch. This

too was a circular masonry tower, but, with a height of 48 feet (15 metres), it was much taller

than the Mount Batten Tower. Cromwell’s Tower, like the Mount Batten Tower, has two floors

providing barrack accommodation together with a basement and the original entrance at first-

floor level. There are embrasures for six guns on top of the tower and the parapet, unlike the

Mount Batten Tower, was not castellated. In the eighteenth century the guns mounted on the

gun platform were small 4 pdr guns.Cromwell’s Castle on Tresco in the Isles of Scilly was

constructed between 1650 and 1652 to defend the harbour of New Grimsby. On the gun

platform on top of the tower there were embrasures for six guns. (Author’s photograph)A

number of gun towers were also constructed by the British authorities for the defence of

Bermuda and the British islands in the West Indies. In 1745 a tower was built by the Codrington

family on Barbuda to defend their plantation on the island. The tower and an adjacent battery

were built to a plan provided by Commodore Charles Knowles RN, who was then commanding

the Royal Navy Leeward Islands station, and was known as River Fort. The Codrington papers

refer to a proposal to build a tower ‘like the Spanish coastal towers’ and Knowles’s design was

almost exactly that. On Tortuga in the British Virgin Islands a tower named Fort Recovery was

built during the War of American Independence as part of the defences of the island. Not as

high as some of the Spanish towers, it nevertheless bears many similarities to such towers.The

Incident at Mortella BayIn 1794 elements of the British Mediterranean fleet which was

blockading Corsica attacked one of the Genoese towers at Mortella Point in the Bay of San

Fiorenzo in the north of the island. Admiral Lord Howe, always opposed to a purely passive

blockade, had decided upon offensive action to destroy the tower and dispatched a landing

force under the command of Major General Dundas to Mortella Bay. Two Royal Navy ships,

HMS Fortitude (74 guns) and HMS Juno (32 guns), bombarded the tower for over two hours

and, despite the tower being armed with only three guns, two 18 pdr guns and one small 6 pdr

gun, or, as other sources maintain, two 12 pdr guns, both ships were driven off with



considerable loss but with little damage having been done to the tower. It was only after troops

had been landed and field artillery used to bombard the tower that it was eventually captured,

only to be finally destroyed when the British withdrew from the island in 1796.The tower at

Mortella Point, St. Fiorenzo Bay, Corsica, from a contemporary aquatint. (National Maritime

Museum)The tower at Mortella Bay. A drawing of the tower showing the mounting of the

armament from original drawings taken on the spot. (Author’s collection)It was the ability of the

tower at Mortella Point to withstand naval attack that almost certainly led to the construction by

the British of similar towers on the island of Minorca when they held the island from 1798 to

1802. These towers copied the design of two Spanish towers built earlier in the century which

were already part of the island’s defences. It was because the design of these towers was

considered by a number of senior British officers to be so successful from both a military and

an economic point of view that further towers were built in England, Ireland and in many

locations in the British Empire giving rise to the name ‘Martello Towers’.There has been

considerable discussion over the years concerning the derivation of the name ‘Martello’. The

most commonly accepted explanation that it is derived from the reputation of the tower at

Mortella Point and is simply a corruption of the name, which, bearing in mind the British

serviceman’s ability to adopt and modify foreign words, does seem most likely. One story,

perhaps apocryphal though it might well be true, has it that after the engagement with the

tower in Mortella Bay Lord Hood misspelt the name of the bay in his report to the Admiralty

and none of his staff had the courage to correct him! An alternative suggestion, however, is

that the name comes from Torri di Martello (Hammer Towers), built on the Italian coast. Some

sources suggest these towers were so called because of the warning bell on the top of each

which was sounded by striking the bell with a hammer. A more plausible suggestion is that

some of these towers with machicolation were called Hammer Towers because, from a

distance, the outline of the tower resembled a hammer. Whatever the view, and I rather favour

the Lord Hood story, the word ‘Martello’ is now the generic term used to describe British

nineteenth-century gun towers.The Martello TowersIt is difficult to identify the first Martello

tower to be built in Britain or Ireland. Small gun towers had been designed and built on both

Jersey and Guernsey prior to 1798 and a large gun tower was built in Canada at Halifax in

Nova Scotia and a smaller one at Cape Town to defend the naval base of Simon’s Town. The

construction of three larger towers was begun on Guernsey in 1804 on the orders of the

island’s lieutenant governor, Major General Doyle, but by September 1805 they were still

incomplete. In Ireland Colonel Twiss RE had been brought over to carry out a survey of the

defences in 1803 and his report had resulted in the construction of towers on Bere and

Garinish Islands in Bantry Bay, while other towers had been proposed by the Commander-in-

Chief in Ireland to the north and south of Dublin for the city’s defence.3 The Bere Island towers

were completed by February 1805 and the first of the Dublin towers by December of the same

year. Therefore, it would seem that some of the Irish towers may be said to be the earliest

Martello towers to be designed and constructed. However, what is also clear is that in the

period from 1803 to 1805 the idea of towers for coastal defence was current in engineer

thinking and Captain Ford, in suggesting such towers for the defence of the English south

coast, was simply propounding a standard solution for the problem. The main difference in this

case was the scale of the scheme and the fact that it came at a time of national crisis when the

authorities were prepared to expend the large sums of money necessary to implement it.The

proposal to build a line of towers along the coast of Kent and Sussex required the authority of

the Board of Ordnance before it could be implemented. The Board was the government

department responsible for the supply of armaments to the Royal Navy and the Army; for



supplying artillery for the field army; and for the construction and maintenance of fortifications

at home and abroad. In many ways it was similar to the Board of Admiralty, having both civilian

and military members. The senior officer on the Board was the Master General of the

Ordnance who was also a member of the Privy Council and, as such, was the government’s

principal military adviser. Thus he wielded considerable political as well as military authority,

and the Board of Ordnance approved all financial estimates for the construction and repair of

fortifications and paid for them from a budget separate from the funds allotted by Parliament to

the Commander-in-Chief at the Horse Guards for the maintenance of the Army.Although the

ultimate authority for all decisions on fortifications lay, in fact, with the Secretary of State for

War and the Colonies, this was really a formality. By 1800 the Master General was always a

senior Army officer and it had become difficult for the Secretary for War, as a civilian, to

disregard his views, particularly given the Master General’s political position. So the Board of

Ordnance, which was aided by a subordinate ad hoc committee responsible for advice on

fortifications (the Committee of Engineers), usually had the final say in all such matters,

particularly when such powerful political figures as the Earl of Chatham, William Pitt’s elder

brother, and the Duke of Wellington held the position of Master General.The third most senior

soldier on the Board, after the Lieutenant General of the Ordnance, was the Inspector General

of Fortifications, the senior engineer officer in the armed forces. He commanded the three

professional corps, the Royal Artillery, the Royal Engineers and the Royal Sappers and Miners

(after their formation in 1812). To the office of the Inspector General was delegated the task of

supervising all plans and estimates for the construction and repair of fortifications and other

works, and he was also responsible for the supervision of the work. No work on permanent

fortifications could be commenced without the Board’s authorization, but on occasions local

army commanders could authorize the construction of ‘field works’. Normally these works were

of a temporary nature, but on occasions, when Board of Ordnance authorization for permanent

fortifications was slow to be given and in order to speed up construction of these works,

commanders would describe the proposed fortifications as ‘field works’, so permitting the use

of funds disbursed by the Headquarters at the Horse Guards in London and allowing work to

commence.The financing of ‘field works’ was a somewhat convoluted procedure due to the

historic dislike on the part of Parliament regarding the uncontrolled provision of funds to the

army. The officer with overall responsibility for ‘field works’ in the army was the Quartermaster-

General but, as a soldier, he was not permitted to freely dispose of public funds. Instead there

was a most complex procedure that had to be followed by the Quartermaster-General and the

general officers commanding the military districts to enable them to pay for the construction of

these works. All requests for money for ‘field works’ had to be made to the Treasury and

payment for specific projects was made through the Paymaster and the Commissary-in-Chief’s

office. In practice, bearing in mind the serious threat of invasion, all such applications appear to

have authorized.While it was the Board of Ordnance which approved plans and provided

money for permanent fortifications, it was the officers of the Royal Engineers who initiated the

designs and supervised the construction. In 1805 the Corps of Royal Engineers comprised

only 121 officers and 37 surveyors and draughtsmen, though this total had doubled by 1815. In

each military district or colony there was a commanding engineer responsible for all Board of

Ordnance works, usually with one or more junior officers to assist him. Overseas the

construction of fortifications was only one aspect of the public works the commanding engineer

was responsible for. In Canada and India Royal Engineers officers built canals, on Ascension

Island an officer designed the island’s water supply and its hospital at the request of the

Admiralty, and everywhere British troops were stationed the Royal Engineers designed and



built their barracks. Comparatively junior officers had considerable financial responsibility and

lieutenants and captain-lieutenants supervised local contractors, ensuring that no defective

materials or slip-shod building methods were used.The Threat of InvasionThe south coast of

England has, over the centuries, been threatened by invaders but never so seriously as in

1803 and again in 1805 when Napoloeon Bonaparte assembled a huge invasion force at

Boulogne. This threat forced the British government to review the defences of the south coast

of England. A scheme was put forward in 1803 by Captain W.H. Ford RE to Brigadier General

Twiss, the commanding Royal Engineer of the Southern District, for a chain of towers,

mounting guns, along the coast of Kent and Sussex. This line of towers, on or close to the

beaches and possible landing places, was designed to protect the coast between Folkestone

and Eastbourne.This proposal to use towers and batteries to defend the coast was not, in fact,

an original concept. In 1797 General Sir David Dundas was the general commanding the South

East District and he had commanded the forces that captured San Fiorenzo and Bastia on

Corsica in 1794. He was, therefore, well aware of the defensive capability of coastal gun towers

and in 1797 he recommended that 100 ‘strong stone towers’ each supporting a battery should

be built along the coast of his district.4 The following year, 1798, when the French revolutionary

government had assembled an invasion force on the Pas de Calais a Captain Reynolds

proposed that a line of towers should be built to defend the south coast as far as Littlehampton.

In Captain Reynolds’s opinion ‘there are no Works that appear to me so likely (to prevent an

enemy landing) as a Simple Tower of Brickwork defended by a Handful of Resolute Men’.5

However, Napoleon took his expedition to Egypt and with the disappearance of the immediate

threat of invasion Captain Reynolds’ scheme was shelved.Plan and section of an English south-

coast tower (71). (National Archives WO 33/9).The scheme for towers proposed by Captain

Ford was different since they were to stand alone unsupported by batteries. The Committee of

Engineers believed that a tower should be used to provide a keep for a battery and the

committee was of the opinion that towers on their own and supported only by other towers

some distance away would provide no advantage over a battery other than a defence against

infantry assault.6 However, many of the officers involved in the expedition to Corsica and who

knew of the action in Mortella Bay subsequently achieved high rank and positions of influence

in military planning. By 1803 General Dundas was commanding Southern District, covering the

section of the coast most threatened by invasion, and Lieutenant Colonel Nepean RE, another

officer who had accompanied the Corsican expedition, was on the staff of the Inspector

General of Fortifications and a member of the Committee of Engineers. So when Ford’s plan

was submitted by Brigadier General Twiss to the Board there were a number of officers

favourably placed to support it.It was fifteen months before the plan for the towers along the

south coast was eventually accepted by the Board of Ordnance and building commenced in

1805, continuing after the threat of invasion had actually diminished. The line, comprising

seventy-four towers, was complete by 1810 and extended as far as Seaford near Newhaven,

though no towers were built along the stretch of coastline between Eastbourne and the final

tower at Seaford. In 1805 a further proposal to protect the east coast was approved and a

second line of twenty-nine towers, extending from Clacton-on-Sea in Essex to Aldeburgh in

Suffolk, was constructed between 1809 and 1812. The towers along the Kent and Sussex

coast were numbered 1 to 74, starting with No.1 on The Warren at Folkestone and ending with

No.74 at Seaford. The tower of Sandgate Castle, one of Henry VIII’s ‘Great Castles’, was

converted into a Martello tower but was not given a number. The towers in Essex and Suffolk

were not numbered but, instead, identified by letter: A to Z with the last three referred to as AA,

BB and CC, or sometimes as A2, B2 and C2.Martello tower building continued after the



completion of the English east-coast towers with further examples in Scotland, Ireland,

Canada, Sicily and the Adriatic before the war ended in 1815. Although the end of the war

reduced the scale of fortification building such building never actually ceased. There was

always a need for fortifications to defend the colonies and, among other places, towers were

built in Bermuda, Mauritius, South Africa and Australia. The final ones, much larger than the

original towers, were completed as late as the 1850s, just as new rifled ordnance was coming

into service and making masonry fortifications obsolete.The English Martello towers never saw

action, although it is believed that in the Second World War the North-East Martello Tower at

Pembroke Dock engaged German bombers with Lewis machine guns mounted on the gun

platform, and a number of towers on the south coast were used for observation posts and for

beach defence. The majority of the towers were disarmed and abandoned before the end of

the nineteenth century, remaining derelict until quite recently when quite a number of the

remaining towers were converted into private residences or holiday homes. The rest, however,

have an uncertain future and it is to be hoped that their historic value will be recognized so that

funds may be made available to halt their decline into dereliction and enable the necessary

essential maintenance to be carried out.Chapter 2The English South and East Coast

Defences1803–1815The line of 103 Martello towers in Sussex, Kent, Essex and Suffolk was

designed to meet the specific threat of a French invasion. The Peace of Amiens in 1802

brought only a temporary respite in the long war with revolutionary France. After fourteen

months of an uneasy peace, the British government, feeling threatened by the continued

French expansionist foreign policy and in particular by Napoleon’s control of Holland, declared

war on France on 18th May 1803. Napoleon regarded Britain as his most dangerous enemy

and between 1803 and 1805 all French military resources were devoted to planning and

executing the invasion of England. An army of 160,000 troops in six corps was assembled in

the Pas de Calais area and enormous efforts were made to assemble enough shipping and

barges to convey the army across the Channel.The total strength of the British Army in

England, including the Militia, was about 130,000, and quite clearly this total was insufficient to

protect the complete length of the coastline from invasion, even with the addition of the

numerous but poorly armed and poorly trained Volunteers. The Commander-in-Chief,

Frederick, Duke of York, in a report dated 25th August 1803, made it clear that the priority must

be the defence of London and the major naval ports.1 By a process of elimination based on

geographical factors, the threatened areas of the east coast were reduced to Hollesley Bay, the

beach between the Deben and the Orwell rivers, Harwich and Clacton beach. The south coast,

however, was considered to be more vulnerable to invasion since the distance from the

invasion ports to the English beaches was so much shorter. Here the threatened areas were

defined as the beaches from Folkestone to Dymchurch in Kent, and, as a result of his

inspection, the area from Rye to the start of the cliffs just east of Hastings, and Pevensey Bay

from Bulverhythe to Eastbourne in Sussex. In the Commander-in-Chief’s plan more than half

the available troops were to be allocated to the Southern and the Eastern District, the two

military districts most obviously threatened with invasion, and 50,000 men were to be stationed

in Kent and Sussex–the Southern District–to prevent an enemy advance on London.Plan and

section of a round tower, possibly the design submitted to the Rochester Conference in 1804.

(NA WO 55/778)This report was not the first to consider in detail how the English coastline

should be defended against the French. An earlier one in April 1798, made by Major Thomas

Reynolds of the 30th Foot as a result of his inspection of the defences of the south and the

east coast, was the first to put forward a proposal for a line of towers to supplement the existing

defences. On completion of his inspection he recommended the building of a line of ninety-



eight towers between Yarmouth in Norfolk and Littlestone in Sussex and in support of his

proposals Reynolds quoted the success of the tower at Mortella Point in beating off two British

ships.2 He also referred to the views of Marshal Saxe, the famous French commander, who

fifty years previously in his Reveries, or Memoirs upon the Art of War, published in 1757, had

recommended a line of towers to protect a fortified town or citadel.Reynolds’s suggested

towers resembled the towers built on Jersey rather than the later Martello towers, having

thinner walls and a line of twelve loopholes in the wall. Interestingly, although not an engineer

officer, he calculated that each tower would require 300,000 bricks and cost in the region of

£2,000, figures remarkably similar to those calculated some years later for the actual Martello

towers.Reynolds’s plan did not find favour at the time, not least because the total cost would

have been so enormous and public opinion lacked the spur of imminent invasion. Five years

later, however, in July 1803, the situation was very different when Captain W.H. Ford, a Royal

Engineers officer stationed at Dover, proposed the building of a line of square towers along the

threatened coasts, each to be two storeys in height, surmounted by a platform carrying a

heavy gun. He submitted his proposal to Brigadier-General William Twiss, the commanding

Royal Engineer Southern District, and he forwarded the proposal to General Dundas,

commanding Southern District, but recommended that the towers should be built adjacent to

existing batteries which had been recently constructed as field defences. Dundas had served in

Corsica and was aware of the defensive potential of properly sited gun towers and he, in turn,

endorsed the proposal although he thought the construction of the towers would take time and

would not produce an immediate defence of the coast.Because of the delay in dealing with

business which resulted from the huge workload imposed on the Board of Ordnance the

proposal for the line of towers might have ended there had the matter of the defence of the

south coast not become a political one. In April 1804 the Committee of Engineers, which

advised the Board of Ordnance, was summoned to report to the cabinet on the proposal and

stated that the Committee could not recommend towers as having any advantage over a

battery with the same number of guns. With the Admiralty strongly supporting the construction

of towers and at least one Member of Parliament raising the matter in the House of Commons

the Board proposed a revised scheme using circular towers to supplement existing or

proposed batteries at thirteen sites along the Kent and Sussex coast for a total cost of

£57,000.3 Brigadier-General Twiss was instructed to survey suitable locations and to be

responsible for the construction of the towers.By September 1804 this limited scheme was in

abeyance and Twiss, on instructions from Pitt, once again the Prime Minister, and Colonel

Hope, Deputy Quartermaster-General, was ordered to reactivate the plan for eighty-eight

towers, now at an estimated cost of £221,000.4 The fear of invasion in the minds of the public

was by now approaching panic proportions and the Privy Council felt it necessary to call a

meeting at Rochester on 21st October 1804 to consider the whole matter of the defences of

southern England. The meeting was attended by the Duke of York, Pitt, his brother the Earl of

Chatham (then Master General of the Ordnance), General Dundas, General Brownrigg

(Quartermaster-General), Major General Morse (Inspector-General of Fortifications) and

Brigadier-General Twiss, together with a number of other officers.When considering the

problem of defence against invasion the meeting had the benefit of two detailed studies. In

addition to the report signed by the Commander-in-Chief the previous year, there was a

second study of the English defences written by a renegade French general Dumourriez

between his arrival in England in 1803 and May 1804. Victor of Valmy and Jemappes but

disillusioned with the new government of the Republic after the execution of the King,

Dumourriez fled France in 1793 after an abortive attempt to lead the army against the



regicides. After wandering the continent he arrived in England and, through friendship with

Lord Nelson and other prominent men, was accepted as a military adviser by the government.

His report covered all aspects of the defence of England against invasion and, most

importantly, confirmed that the areas already identified by the Commander-in-Chief were,

indeed, those where the French were most likely to land.5At this meeting Pitt and members of

the Board of Ordnance pushed through the proposal for the larger number of towers. The only

dissenting voice was that of Lieutenant-Colonel Brown of the Royal Staff Corps, an officer of

the Quartermaster-General’s staff at the Horse Guards who had previously served in the Irish

Engineers. Brown had recently proposed the building of a canal to run from Hythe to Rye,

where it was to join the Rother Navigation, and was bitterly opposed to the idea of a line of

towers. In his diary on 21st October 1804 he wrote:‘The expensive and diabolical system of

Tower Defence was finally resolved on to an unprecedented extent, contrary to the opinions of

the best and most experienced officers in our service; but it was caused by the influence of the

Ordnance people only–whose opinions were by no means supported by reasoning. Mr Pitt,

from whom one would have expected a decided opinion, gave in to that of others and without

requiring, what indeed he would not have obtained, a satisfactory and well-digested plan of

defence, all that was advanced was Tower, Tower, Tower; some large and some small was all

the variation proposed by the engineers, and when General Morse was asked if he thought

even the number of towers proposed would be sufficient, he thought not, but proposed to place

cannon in open batteries between them’.6The Rochester conference originally proposed that

the line of towers should consist of eighty-six circular ones of three types: a large tower

mounting eleven guns, a smaller tower mounting four guns and the smallest with a single gun.7

Six weeks after the conference, on 3rd December, Brigadier-General Twiss wrote to the Earl of

Chatham:‘I certainly approve of a Tower for Eleven Guns instead of one for Four, at the Places

mentioned at Rochester viz: at the Sea Houses and the Entrance to Rye Harbour in Sussex,

and at the East End of Dymchurch Wall in Kent. I still think that a Tower for Four Guns is well

calculated for Anthony Hill, at least I know of no other work that appears to me so appropriate

to this situation’.8Further consideration of the sites for the structures reduced the number of

small towers to seventy-four, including the tower of Sandgate Castle, one of Henry VIII’s ‘Great

Castles’, which was to be reconstructed and strengthened. The tower of the castle was

provided with a bomb-proof roof supported by a central pillar and armed with a single 24 pdr

gun on a traversing platform.Photograph of about 1870, looking from Langney Redoubt to the

line of towers ( 66–61) in Pevensey Bay, East Sussex. (East Sussex County Library)Model of

Eastbourne Redoubt; this redoubt mounted eleven guns although only ten are shown on the

model. (Eastbourne Redoubt Museum)The proposal that three large towers and one for four

guns should be built was also reduced to two large towers for eleven guns each. These towers,

which were really circular redoubts, were to be built as planned at Eastbourne (Sea Houses) in

Sussex and at Dymchurch in Kent, but the idea of defending Rye Harbour and Anthony Hill

with larger towers was dropped and the decision was taken instead to build a small tower

surrounded by a ditch at each location. The large towers or redoubts each mounted eleven 24

pdr guns and were surrounded by a ditch 25ft (7.6m) wide and the ditch at Eastbourne redoubt

was defended by five small caponiers. Each redoubt was garrisoned by eight officers and 320

soldiers.Together with these redoubts and towers many other fortifications along the south

coast were built or reconstructed. At Dover two large fortifications were built to defend the port,

the Citadel and the Drop Redoubt on the Western Heights and work was carried out to improve

the artillery defences of Dover Castle. The construction of the larger work on the Western

Heights, the Citadel, was stopped in 1815 and it was not until 1853 that work to complete it



was resumed. At Portsmouth Fort Cumberland was completed in 1812 having taken thirty

years to build. In addition to these major fortifications a number of other old fortifications were

strengthened. These included the tower of Winchelsea Castle, the fifteenth-century Round

Tower at Portsmouth and the keep of Hurst Castle, another of Henry VIII’s ‘Great Castles’,

which were all modified in 1804–05 to enable heavy guns to be mounted on them. Another of

Henry’s castles, Southsea Castle, was similarly modified in 1813–14. Along the Kent and

Sussex coasts a number of small forts or batteries were built as ‘field works’; Forts Moncreiff,

Twiss and Sutherland along the beach at Hythe in Kent and Saltwood Heights Battery and

Shorncliffe Battery on the heights behind the town. In Sussex two forts, the East and West

Forts, were built at Langney Point in Pevensey Bay together with a number of smaller batteries

to defend Eastbourne.Lieutenant-Colonel Brown’s opposition to the towers was unavailing and

once the decision to build them had been taken it remained only to overcome the numerous

building problems presented by such a large scheme of fortification. The Committee of

Engineers recommended building with bricks and Brigadier-General Twiss calculated that each

tower would require almost a quarter of a million, a total of more than 20 million if the eighty-six

towers originally proposed were built.9 The Inspector General of Fortifications, Major-General

Morse, authorised the purchase of bricks from Adam and Robertson, a London firm of builder’s

merchants, even before the Board of Ordnance had confirmed the contract. In turn, Adam and

Robertson subcontracted the order to eleven brick works around London and the south-east of

England in order to prevent speculation and to keep the price of bricks from escalating.10 The

number of bricks ordered in 1804 for the towers came to a total of 13,450,000 at a total cost to

the Board of Ordnance of £37,450.11 In 1805 William Hobson, a Quaker, was appointed the

main contractor for both the south and the east coast towers, but the actual construction was

frequently subcontracted leading to varying standards of workmanship. Two of the main

subcontractors, Edward Hodges and John Smith, together with William Hobson are said to

have made their fortunes thereby.A problem presented to the defenders of Kent had always

been what to do with the Dungeness peninsula and the area of Romney Marsh. Although both

were considered to be vulnerable to an enemy landing, Dungeness was considered to be less

of a problem because of the difficulty of moving guns and wagons over the deep shingle. Even

before the Treaty of Amiens in 1802 the plan had been to leave the defence of the peninsula to

a redoubt and four batteries at Dungeness itself–together known as the Dungeness Bastion–

and so the plan for a line of Martello towers did not cover this area. For the defence of Romney

Marsh there was an existing plan which involved the flooding of the marsh, but this was

unpopular with the local inhabitants and considered to be militarily impracticable since it would

take as long as three days before the water would be deep enough to form an impassable

barrier.In 1804, before the Rochester conference, Lieutenant-Colonel Brown had suggested

adding a canal to the proposed defences of the coast to act as a wet ditch. This was to run

from Hythe in Kent to Hastings in Sussex, cutting off the base of the Dungeness peninsula.

The Royal Military Canal, as it was named, was built by John Rennie, the leading canal expert

of the day, and was eventually to run for 28 miles (44.8km) of which 22.5 miles (36km) had to

be dug. The canal was designed primarily as a defensive ditch with a rampart on the northern

bank and two-gun batteries sited every quarter of a mile at bends in the canal to provide

enfilading fire along each stretch of the canal. Although primarily a defensive work the canal,

together with the military road running alongside it, provided a greatly improved transport

system for the area. Indeed, the government hoped, though to no avail, that tolls from the use

of the canal and road would help to recoup the huge cost of the canal. The water level of the

canal was controlled by a number of sluices and seven towers were specifically sited to defend



these sluices. Tower 30, which still remains today, was sited almost two miles (3.2km) inland on

the Rye to Winchelsea road in order to protect a sluice, while six other towers, Numbers 22 to

27, were sited in pairs to protect the Willop, Marshland and Clobsden Gut sluices. Towers 24

and 25, which protected the main Marshland sluice at Dymchurch, still exist.In 1805 a plan for

a further fifty-five towers, two circular batteries and a redoubt to defend the east coast between

Brightlingsea in Essex and Aldeburgh in Suffolk was put forward to protect the beaches and

river estuaries that would provide access to an invasion force. This number was subsequently

reduced, probably on the grounds of economy, to twenty-six small towers, one large tower and

a redoubt at Harwich. The east coast towers were referred to by letters rather than by numbers

as on the south coast. Construction of the east coast towers did not commence until 1810

although land had been acquired in 1808 and the total number of small towers was increased

to twenty-eight in August 1812 when two further towers were authorised for Hollesley Bay on

the recommendation of Lieutenant-Colonel Bryce, then the commanding Royal Engineer of the

Eastern District. These towers became AA (A2) and BB (B2) while the tower at Aldeburgh,

previously designated AA (A2) became CC (C2).12Tower CC at Aldeburgh, Suffolk; this

postcard shows this unusual tower as it was in 1909 standing within its ditch and glacis.

(Author’s collection)The east coast towers were larger than the towers on the south coast, but

the Harwich redoubt, although resembling the redoubts at Dymchurch and Eastbourne,

mounted only ten guns. The two circular batteries, included in the original plan, were to have

protected the entrance to Orford Haven and the beach at Aldeburgh, and were noted in an

estimate for bricks dated 27th June 1806 as requiring 600,000 each.13 Neither of these

batteries was built and instead two towers were substituted. Tower BB was erected on a

shingle bank near the mouth of the river Ore, only to be demolished in 1822 when it became

unsafe through sea erosion, and the large tower, Tower CC, was built on Aldeburgh

beach.Tower CC was unique since it was quatrefoil in shape and mounted four 24 pdr guns.

Unlike the standard towers it had no central pillar and the roof was supported by a vaulted

arch. It was built to a design which, it has been suggested, was originally planned for a tower to

be situated at the end of the Dymchurch wall in Kent where the Dymchurch Redoubt now

stands. This seems unlikely and it is more probable that the design of Tower CC took into

account that it would stand alone on a shingle bank with water in front and behind and where it

was necessary to cover the approaches from all points of the compass. The Aldeburgh tower

stood alone almost 10 miles (16km) north of Tower BB because the area between them was

not considered to be vulnerable to an enemy landing since the Rivers Ore and Alde formed a

barrier immediately behind the beach.Aldeburgh was also protected by an existing open

battery of eight guns, six 12 pdrs and two 18 pdrs, indeed the majority of the east coast towers

were built in conjunction with batteries. In this way they differed from the south-coast models

where only Towers 66 and 74 had a battery adjacent to them. On the east coast only Towers H,

O, P, S, U, Z and BB stood alone while the remainder were sited alongside batteries most of

which were armed with three 24 pdr guns, although ten batteries were larger with between four

and seven guns each.Finally, there was a need to find sufficient trained soldiers to garrison the

line of towers and to man the batteries of the Royal Military Canal. By 1804 all troops were

already committed to the existing defence plans but it was estimated that the towers along the

south and east coasts needed a minimum of a further 3,000 troops. A number of proposals

were put forward, including the formation of a Corps of Coast Fencibles and the formation of a

second battalion for each of the artillery battalions to act as a depot and training unit as with

the battalions of Line infantry. The Earl of Chatham did not support this latter proposal and,

since the only readily available sources of manpower were the Veteran and Invalid battalions



and the newly formed Volunteers, it is not surprising that we find him writing to Castlereagh in

1805: ‘I incline strongly to the opinion that the best garrison for the Towers will be the Veteran

Battalions assisted occasionally by Volunteer Corps of Artillery many of which are very good…

a portion of the Invalid Battalion [of Artillery] would of course be attached for the service of the

Towers’.14 In 1808 the 1st Veteran Battalion was brought back from Gibraltar to man the

towers on the coast.15 16Towers 15 (nearest the camera) & 14 on the beach at Hythe, Kent.

The photograph shows how close each tower stood to the next when guarding an open beach.

Tower 13 stands among the houses in the distance. (Author’s photograph)The garrisons of the

towers along the Kent and Sussex coast were accommodated either in the towers themselves,

which were not ideal for use as permanent accommodation because of incipient dampness, or

in lodgings close by. The Dymchurch and Eastbourne redoubts were both used as barrack

accommodation for troops manning the towers while in Essex the garrisons of Towers A to K

were housed in the newly constructed Weeley Barracks about eight miles (12.5km) east of

Colchester. However, by 1816 all the towers were lying empty and were in the care of local

barrack masters. Shortly after this date retired NCOs and soldiers of the Royal Artillery and the

Royal Sappers and Miners were recruited to act as caretakers.
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Britain's Island Fortresses: Defence of the Empire 1756–1956

Chris Sterling, “They really are everywhere. Bill Clements heads the UK-based Fortress Study

Group, made of of people fascinated by the history of military architecture, and especially

fortification. This volume, a revision of a book first published in 1999 under a slightly different

title, is the best single guide to a type of small circular artillery fort that is well-known in Britain

and Ireland (he's also done BILLY PITT HAD THEM BUILT about the many towers in Ireland)

but which can actually be found in multiple countries. Most were built in the early 19th century,

a direct result of the Napoleonic wars. They were also built elsewhere, the very first being a

tower built at Mortella Point in Corsica in the late 18th century.Chapters describe and discuss

the English towers (many of which survive, a few as museums), those in Spain and Minorca,

Ireland, the Channel Islands and Scotland, Canada--even a final chapter on those in America

(though they stretch the definition). One chapters discusses projected Martello towers that for

one reason or another were never built. Appendices list all remaining Martellos--more than you

might think--and detail the artillery they usually mounted. Fascinating stuff, especially the

people who built and manned them.”

Thomas Robb, “Towers Above Others. This is a superb solid account of Martello towers, towers

which as a child fascinated me into mystery, fantasy and imagination.Taken through the lens of

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/YAdWo/Martello-Towers-Worldwide-Bill-Clements


history, geography and construction across more continents than you'd first think, this book is a

serious and masterly retelling of their story and has prompted me to travel throughout Ireland

revisiting towers I had passed as a child: there is still something exciting and mysterious about

standing beside one of these devices having read about it hours before.Thoroughly enjoyable

with plenty of named individuals allowing further amateur research if so desired: a MUST BUY.”

Andrew, “If you like Martello towers.... It was a present for my father for Christmas as he is a

big fan of Martello Towers. its maps and resources stood out and he was very impressed.”

mparc, “Martello Towers worldwide. Written in a clear and accessible style, this work is the

definitive study of the origins and spread of these interesting fortifications, which shows how a

type of building originally intended to defend Great Britain and Ireland came to be built

throughout the Empire to meet local threats, often with substantial local variations. It is

attractively produced and well illustrated, where possible with the author's own photographs.”

Pat @ Dover, “Another for my collection. An updated edition of an earlier version by the same

author and a useful addition for anyone interested in this subject!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. great book”

The book by Bill Clements has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 6 people have provided feedback.
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